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 سوال بارم

1 Vocabulary: 

A.Write 1,2 & 3 according to the pictures and unscramble 4 to write a complete word. 

 

-My friend …….1……. her weight every week. She believes eating vegtables is an 

important part of a healthy……2…… . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-Dictionary prices …….3…… from $5 to $15. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- They are healthy and won’t be (edepsedsr) …..4……. . 

 

  

2 B. Choose the best answer. 

5.In some cities, prices ………….. from shop to shop. 

    

a)vary                      b) make up                     c)exist                                  d)begin 

 

6. A ………….. diet contains lots of fruit and vegetables. 

     

a) unhealthy            b) balanced                    c) harmful                           d) dangerous 

 

7. A/An …………. Language is a language that has very few speakers. 

     

    a)popular                  b)native                         c)easy                                 d)endangered  

       

8. After years of research, scientists have finally ……………. The virus that causes this 

disease. 

 

a)decreased               b)related                       c) cured                               d) identified 

 هحل ههر یا اهضاء هدیر

 سوال
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1 C. Match column A and columnB. 
 

                     A                                                      B  

           9.exchange                                      a)regions of Asia 

           10.meet                                            b)knowledge & experience 

           11.farming                                       c)greatly in color 

           12.vary                                             d) the needs of villagers 

 

2 Grammer 

A.Complete the sentences according to the pictures and using these adjectives: 

many/much/a little/little/a few/few 

13.How much orange juice would you like؟ 

I’d like ………………………………… 

 

 

14.How many flowers are there here? 

There are ………………………………….. . 

 

 

 

 

15.How much suger did she use? 

She used …………………………………. 

 

 

 

 

16.How many boys are there in the class? 

There are ………………………………. . 
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B. Choose the correct answer. 

17.There are ………… of shops and restaurant in our city . 

a. a few                        b. much                            c. many                          d. a lot of 

18.There’s …………….. milk in the refrigerator . About half a bottle, I think  . 

a. some                        b. any                                c. much                          d. many 

19.she doesn’t drink………… water before her lunch, so she’s always thirsty when she’s 

eating her food.  

a. many                        b. some                              c. any                            d. a few   

20.would you please tell us more about the matter ? you have ………. Information about it.          

a. very                          b. many                              c. a few                         d. a lot of 

 

1 

Writing. 

A. put the words in brackets in an appropriate place of sentences. 

21.could your sister speak three foreign languages two years ago?(well)  

22.she is going to bake some cookies today.(us) 

2 B. Rearrange the words to make correct sentences. 

23.usually-in the library –the children –the books-silently-read. 

24.do-milk-you –every night-how much –drink? 

 

2 C. look at the pictures and write appropriate sentences for each one. 

25……………………………………….. every morning 

 

 

 

 

26.We……………………………………….. next Friday. 
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3 D. Find the written mistakes and correct them. 

27.There isn’t any butter in the fridge, but there are a lot of milk. 

28.The children are doing slowly the math question there . 

29.How much languages are there in the world? 

30.my father bought a loaf of rice yesterday. 

31.I study always at the library of our school. 

32.There is a lot of foreign books in our library. 

 

 

1 

Reading 

A. Read  these sentences and choose the best choice according to the concept of the 

sentences. 

33.Language is a system of communication. It uses written and spoken words.people use 

language to communicate with each other in society. They exchange knowledge, beliefs, 

whishes, and feelings through it. According to these sentences, …………….. . 

a) People use language as a means of wishes. 

b) People exchange idea by means of knowledge. 

c) Language is only a system of written form. 

d) People can communicate well through language. 

 

3 
B.Cloze passage: Read this short text and choose the best choices to complete it. 

Having a healthy life is just related to eating, drinking and breathing. How about using 

computers and playing video games for hours and hours? They do not hurt our health? They 

definitely do! If you have a(n) ………34………. to computers games this may endanger 

both your ……35………… and mental health because you have to sit in one place for long 

hours without any movement. And it means having higher risk of heart …………36…… . 

so, in order to be able to take care of your body and your mind and to ……37…….. different 

diseases you need to avoid things that are ………38……. to your health. Isn’t it better to try 

to  ……39…….. your lifestyle right now? 

34.a)emotion                     b) addiction                          c)laughter                d) hobby  

35.a) social                        b) balanced                          c) harmful               d) physical 

36.a) attack                        b) pressure                           c) diet                     d) habit  
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37.a) surf                           b) attend                               c) prevent               d) influence  

38.a) calm                          b) harmful                            c) daily                  d) medical  

39.a) cause                         b) rush                                  c) prefer               d) improve  

 

 

4 
C. Read the passage carefully and answer the questions. 

There are many people who like to know about different subjects and things.  For example, 

some study about the nature, some study about the people in special regions and some people 

like to know something about language and its types. So, linguistics is the study of language 

and if you study carefully about language, you are a linguist. 

There are two points about linguists that we need to know. First, linguists are not translators. 

Translator is a person who changes written or spoken language into another language. 

Second, people think linguists sit all day and learn many different languages! So if they see a 

linguist, the first question they ask is, ‘’ how many languages do you speak? ‘’ But linguist’s 

job is to find different patterns of language to help us with teaching of foreign languages. 

Actually patterns of language are so many that you have no time to find them later in your 

life! 

40.What is a linguist’s job? 

41.Why is not a linguists a translator? 

42.A person who changes written form into another language is a ……………… . 

43.A linguists knows many languages .                                a)True            b)False    

44.A linguists tries to help us with speaking languages.       a) True           b) False 

 Good luck                        جمع کل 24
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